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Abstract. The objective of this paper is measurement of the surface roughness of tensile specimens 
under different tensile speed. In the test, the tensile specimens were loaded by tensile testing machine. 
The roughness of the surfaces was measured by digital holographic interferometric system (DHI). 
From the results, it was confirmed that DHI could measure the roughness of the various types of the 
specimen surface. In this paper, as the tensile speed was faster, the roughness of specimen surface 
was smaller.  
 
Introduction 
The application of holographic measurement field has developed with the demand of precision 

measurement since the 1960s, and it was mostly applied in the measurement using interference 
pattern such as the holographic interferometer [1]. In the digital holography, the laser beam split into 
two beam, one is incident by penetrating or reflecting it into the CCD camera and the other is incident 
into the CCD camera as reflecting from the reference mirror. The object wave and the reference wave 
make the interference fringes which are called "Digital Hologram", the information of object is 
analyzed by reconstructing the hologram numerically. By applying the optic measurement method 
which is the digital holography to the precision measurement of the surface roughness, it could have a 
positive effect on the union and development of the related knowledge. Because of the development 
of directly fast and precise measurement system, it makes a contribution to the industrial growth of 
the related application fields. The mechanical application of holography could be increased through 
this paper. With this propose, the surface characteristic of the specimen were measured quantitatively 
by stretching the standard tensile specimen with various speeds. [2][3] 
 
Theory 
1.1 Recoding of Hologram 

The concept of digital hologram recording is illustrated in Fig.1.1. A plane wave reference and the 
wave reflected from the object are interfering at the surface of a CCD. The resulting hologram is 
electronically recorded and stored. The object is general a three dimensional body with diffusively 
reflecting surface, located at a distance d from the CCD. 
Total of two intensity which is interfered, 
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                                   Eq.1.1 

Where I(x, y), A(x, y), a(x, y),  and  are interfered intensity, reference Beam, object 
beam, reference beam’s phase and object beam’s phase respectively. 
Eq.1.1 simply comes to be defined, 

 
                                                             Eq.1.2 

 

                   
 
Fig.1.1 Interferometer record               Fig. 1.2   (a) Reference beam   (b) Conjugate reference beam 

 
1.2 Reconstruct of Hologram 

For holographic reconstruction, the hologram function has to be multiplied with the complex 
amplitude of the reconstruction (reference) wave; 

 
                                                                        Eq.1.3 

 
The first term on the right side of Eq.1.3 corresponds to the un-diffracted wave passing the 

hologram (zero diffraction order) in optical reconstruction. The second term is the reconstructed 
object wave, forming the virtual image. The third term generates a distorted real image of the object. 
The virtual image appears at the position of the original object and the real image is formed at a 
distance d as well, but in the opposite direction from the CCD as Fig.1.2 show. The reason for the 
distortion of the real image of the spatially varying complex factor A(x, y), which modulates the 
image forming conjugate object wave  (x, y). An undistorted real image can be generated by using 
the conjugate reference beam  (x, y) as shows Fig.1.2 

 
                                                                      Eq.1.4 
 
1.3 Angular spectrum 

The angular spectrum method, also known as plane wave expansion method, is seen to be fairly 
efficient computationally but with the highest degree of accuracy. The object field on the hologram 
plane, U(x, y) = , is expressed as a Fourier integral; 

                                                                      Eq.1.5 

Its two dimensional Fourier transformation ,  is 
considered as the amplitude of the wave whose wave vector is Eq.1.6. 

  : Wave factor                                                                                                                  Eq.1.6 
 

Then, the object field on the reconstruction plane is obtained as 
                                                      Eq.1.7 
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Fig.1.3 Coordinate system for reconstruction                                   Fig. 2.1 UTM Device 

 
1.4 Change of height distribution 

 
After the information recorded in CCD from digital holography interferometer was reconstructed 

numerically with computer, then the phase information of the object surface are obtained. The phase 
information of each layer with focusing on its layer must be gathered to measure the precise height. 
The measured whole phase distribution can convert into the height distribution and the convert 
equation is shown as Eq.1.8. 

                                                                 Eq.1.8 
 

Experiment setup and method 
2.1 Experiment equipment 
2.1.1 Tensile test machine 

The tensile tester uses SHIMADZU products (AG-IS 100kN), the composition which equipment is 
Fig.2.1 is same. The test which follows in tensile tester tension test, compression test and hoof force 
tentative etc. standard is possible, the test of long period is possible and is equipment where the test of 
the material which is various is possible. 
 
2.1.2 Reflective interferometer 

The composition of the interferometer which is used in experiment of the present paper Fig 2.2 is 
same. The interferometer which sees does not transmit the illuminant not to be able, is a method 
which uses in the objective which reflects. With the object group the reference group interference 
occurs from CCD surfaces and has the hologram which comes to be gotten and phase shift 
presumption and phase treatability leads and finds out shame remaking algorithm leads and remakes 
the complex amplitude and a phase of the object, group. Also we composed a system for 
magnification measurement by putting the objective lens in front of the object. According to 
magnification ratio of the object lens will be the possibility of raising a resolution 

             
     

Fig.2.2 Michelson interferometer                                Fig. 2.3 Shape of resolution target 
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2.1.3 Specimen 
Before accomplishing the experiment which sees the preliminary specimen resolution target for 

the performance appraisal of the interferometer used Edmund optics USAF 1951 models (positive 
and negative). Fig. 2.3 put out resolution target forms. 

Respects a tensile experiment quality of material of the specimen which will be used the residual 
stress which occurs STS-304, the thickness 3mm Fig 2.4.(a) with uses a same machine work method 
and objective loss minimizes, the detail of the specimen comes Fig.2.4 (b). 

 

                                                  
            (a) Processing method                                             (b) Specimen specification 

 
Fig. 2.4 Specimen Specifications (unit: mm) 

 
2.2 Experiment method 

Before accomplishing the experiment which tries to compose the interferometer measures 
resolution target experimented preliminarily. After preparation experiment, we measured rupture 
surface when become rupture with 3, 5, 7, 9mm/min speed of tensile specimen. Also each specimen 
measurement area(0mm, 5mm, 10mm and 15mm in the part rupture surface) measure surface 
roughness by using reflective interferometer.  

 
Fig.2.5 Sort of specimen detection zone 

 

              
 
Fig.3.1 USAF1951 target hologram                                     Fig.3.2 USAF1951 target hologram  

 image 2D reconstruction                                                       image 3D reconstruction 
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Fig.3.3 Measurement height data processing           Fig. 3.4 Intensity distribution along Y pixel 

 
Results  
3.1 Resolution target experiment 

The measurement object is Resolution (USAF1951). We got the hologram image by using Micro 
digital gage with focal length changed. Fig.3.1 show reconstructed image that use the image of 1 and 
20cm which distance between of CCD plane and surface plane. Fig 4-2 show three-dimension 
reconstructive image.  

 
 
3.2 surface roughness measurement method of machine work specimen 

We measured surface roughness of standard tensile specimen before each location surface 
roughness by tensile speed measured. Distance 10cm between CCD plane and surface and the center 
department of the specimen surface roughness measured by using reflected interferometer of Fig 3-2. 
Fig.3.5 show two-dimension result and Fig.3.6 show reconstructed 3D surface of standard specimen. 
The graphs of Fig.3.4 express the surface of the standard specimen to follow Y-pixel. Experimental 
results are shown in the figures (3.3-6) analyzes we measure each part surface roughness by tensile 
speed.  

                    
Fig.3.5 A surface of standard specimen                     Fig.3.6 A surface of standard specimen 

2 dimensional reconstruction                                      3 dimensional reconstruction 
 

        
Fig.3.7 Comparison of average height by              Fig.3.8 Comparison of Maximum height  

Fracture surface to distance                                     by distance 
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3.3 Each location roughness measurement according to tensile speed  
  
 Each tensile speed rupture specimen measured surface roughness at rupture surface from 0mm, 
5mm, 10mm and 15mm.  

We measure height information of surface according to each reconstruct image. Fig.3.7, 3.8 shows 
measured result. The graph of Fig 3.7 see the average of surface roughness increased and decreases 
the form which was visible according to the distance will become more distant surface roughness 
from rupture plane. Like this result the local contraction actual condition occurs in rupture of the 
specimen, changed roughness undergoes the influence of actual condition of local contraction. Like 
this result be able to more clearly confirm from Fig 3.8. 
 
Conclusion 
 

In this paper, after making the standard specimen that is made of the material which is mostly used 
in mechanical structure, the phenomenon happening on the object in accordance with the external 
tensile condition was analyzed. Therefore, the changes that happened to the specimen were measured 
according to the external load conditions using digital holography and the conclusion of this paper is 
as follows. 

1) The change of surface of the objects was measured until nano units with composing the micro 
digital holography. 

2) The surface change measured constantly in accordance with the tensile speeds respectively 
using micro digital holography. 

In this paper, the surface roughness by various tensile speeds were measured quantitatively, this 
could be utilized in the behavior analysis of mechanical structures. 
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